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Discussion: On July 16, 1982, the Appeal Board
denied intervenors Guard, et al's motion
for a stay of the Licensing Board's
Initial Decision resolving contested
emergency planning issues and
authorizing full-power operation for San
Onofre 2 and 3. (ALAB-680,

Attachment 1) The intervenors had
argued, among other things, that'a
number of deficiencies in the
applicants' emergency plan identified by
the Licensing Board should be corrected
before the plant's operating license
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goes into effect. 1/ The Appeal Board
found that the intervenors had not made
a strong showing that they were likely
to prevail on the merits, nor had they
shown that they would suffer irreparable
injury as a result of full-power
operation, and rejected the stay motion.
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The intervenors' primary concern was that the Licensing1/ Board authorized full power operation for San Onofre~

without making a finding that the emergency plans met
the Commission's regulations. 'In particular, the

in theintervenors alleged that under the current plan,
event of an accident individuals living in the
" extended" EPZ would receive inadequate notice, medical
arrangements for the offsite injured would not be

i sufficient, and the local jurisdictions' radiation
monitoring capability would be inadequate.

!

Intervenors also argued'that the Licensing Board should i
>

| have weighed the potential dose savings.to be gained by'

certain measures in deciding whether additional
emergency planning was needed. In addition, the

intervenors claimed that meetings between the NRC staff
In theirand FEMA staff were ex parte communications.

view, these meetings and the lack of an opportunity for
discovery on FEMA findings offered late in theSee Noticeproceeding precluded them a fair hearing.
of Appeal (Attachment 2) .
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1/ See August 6, 1982 Memorandum and Order.
,

(Attachment 3) !
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Leonard Bickwit, Jr.
General Counsel

Attachments:
1. ALAB-680

Notice of Appeal2.
ASLBP Memo s Order dtd 8/6/823.

4. Draft Order

comments should be provided directly to theSeptember 20, 1982.Commissioners'Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Monday,
should be submittedif any,

Commission Staff office comments, September 13, 1982, with an
to the Commissioners NLT Monday, If the paper

information copy to the Office of the Secretary.is of such a nature that it requires additional timethe Commissioners and thefor

analytical review and comment, Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expecte
d.

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmation at an open
198_2_. Please refer

Meeting during the Week of September 20,to the appropriate Weekly Commission Schedule, when publ s e
i h d,

for a specific date and time.
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)

In the Matter of ) _-
) Docket Nos. 50-361 OL..

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 50-362 OL ._

)
- COMP ANY _ET _AL. )

\ . San Onofre Nuclear Generating)'

)Station, Units 2 and 3)
)

Jr., Laguna Hil . Cali,fornia, ,_ , _ _ , . _
McClung,

Mr. Charles E.for the intervenors, GUARD and Carstens, et al.
_ ..

(with ;

Mr. Edward B.
Rocin,_ San Francisco, California !

| wnom Messrs. David R.
Pigott, Samuel B. Casev, John _ ,

,

Beoletto ~
|Kocher , and James A.

i Mendez, Charles R.for the applicants Southern
- |A.

were on the brief) et al.California Edison Company,
Chandler for the Nuclear Regulatory

Mr. Lawrence J.'

Commission staff.
DECISION

July 16, 1982

(ALAB-680)

Intervenors Guard and Carstens, et al._,
have asked us

1982 initial decision
to stay the Licensing Board's May 14,
which authorizes the issuance of a full power operating

license for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units
!

!

isTheir principal argument
2 and 3. LBP-82-39, 15 NRC __.

in San
that the deficiencies the Licensing Board found

9 _ _ - . . _
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Onofre's emergency plan should preclude full power
(1) theMore particularly, we are told thatoperation.

failure to provide a siren warning for someapplicants'
30,000 people who live in the Dana Point and San Juan

(2) the failure to make medicalCapistrano areas,
arrangements for the general public that might suffer

and (3) the _

radiation injury in a serious nuclear accident,
inadequate radiation monitoring capability of the localities

near San Onofre should have resulted in the denial of a
A number of

license until the deficiencies are corrected.
other arguments, mostly procedural in nature, are also urged

For the reasons given inof the stay motion.in support

this opinion, we deny the stay motion.

I. Lecal Princioles
In determining whether a stay should be granted we

which calls upon us to consider:
apply 10 CFR 2. 788 (e) ,

Whether the moving party has made a strong(1)showing that it is likely to prevail on the
merits;

Whether the party will be irreparably injured(2)unless a stay is granted;
Whether the granting of a stay would harm

+

(3)other parties; and
Where the public interest lies.(4)

The first of those determinations -- the merits of the \

emergency planning issues -- has a decided influence on the
f

|

for
issues of irreparable injury and the public interest:

|
in deciding whether to allow operation of a plant during our

s'
4
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appellate review we look to whether " operation of the plant
over the period required to complete the additional

proceedings (is) consistent with the requirement that there
be reasonable assurance that the public health and safety

not be endangered." Metrocolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile

Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2) , ALAB-486, 8 NRC 9, 46

That standard, we have said, does not call upon(1978).
is

intervenors to show that a serious nuclear accident
Southernlikely during the pendency of'the appeal.

_._.

California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating

|

.

Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-673, 15 NRC __, (slip:

.
opinion at 18). To paraphrase our earlier San Onofre

opinion, it would be enough if apparent inadequacies in
to raise the questionemergency planning "were sufficient

whether plant operation would present an undue risk to the

public in the event of (a serious nuclear accident]." Id.

at __ (footnote omitted) (slip opinion at 18-19).
take theIn considering the merits, however, we do not

text of the emergency planning requirements -in isolation.
and that they

Recognizing that those requirements are new,

necessitate extensive coordination among licensees and local
(and thus are not wholly within theand state governments

power of its licensees to satisfy), -1/ the Commission

_1/ See generally 45 Fed. Reg. 55403-04, 55406-07 (August
19, 1980).

,

. _ . . _.
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even if there are deficiencies,has provided that,

the applicant will have an opportunity todemonstrate to the satisfaction of the Commissionsignificantin the plans are notthat deficiencies that adequate interimfor the plant in question,
compensating actions have been or will be takenthere are other compelling
promptly, or thatreasons to permit plant operation.

,

|
I

Thus, when determining the merits
.

2/
10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) .

--

l tions|

of an emergency planning issue, the Commission's regu a
,

have
call upon us not only to look to the requirements that

as to thealso to exercise judgmentbeen imposed, but
d the

significance of whatever deficiencies there may be an
adequacy of interim measures to rectify them.

.

II. The Merits _
__.

We now turn to a consideration of the merits of
|

arguments for a stay of the full power licensei

in te rvenors '
I

authorization for San Onofre.
A. Siren Coverage

- . - . . .

1. Background
for a

Basic to emergency planning is the requirement
protective action can be taken|

notification system so that
The Commission's regulations require that,

by the public. i

..

_

10
Another part of the emergency planning regulations,provides as well a four-monthl

- _2/ CFR 50.54 (s) (2) (ii) ,
grace period for already-operating plants to correctIf deficiencies
emergency planning deficiencies. remain after that time the Commission then determines

i

what enforcement action to take, guided by the same
considerations we have already quoted.

l

l

__
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within 15 minutes of declaring an emergency, a licensee must

have the means to notify government officials of the

seriousness and nature of the accident. In turn, should i

those officials decide that protective measures such as

sheltering or evacuation are required, in about another 15

minutes they must be able to alert the general public who

reside in the plume emergency planning zone (EPZ). The

plume EPZ is an area within approximately 10 miles of the

plant, the precise bounds of which are to be determined by

local conditions and needs. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,

1 -

-- Section IV.D.3; 10 CFR 50. 4 7 (b) (5) , (c) (2) .

The means of prompt notification propose'd by the

applicants was a network of 41 sirens to cover the plume

EPZ. The precise configuration for that zone was a

contested issue in the proceeding. The Licensing Board

concluded that the applicants' 10-mile zone was too

constricted because it did not afford siren coverage to the

30,000 people who reside across San Juan Creek in the

_ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _
_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _

_3/ After specifying that the plume EPZ shall consist of an
area "aboc.t 10 miles (16 km) in radius ," 10 CFR
50. 47 (c) (2) further provides that:

The exact size and configuration of the EPZs
surrounding a particular nuclear power

;

reactor shall be determined in relation to
local emergency response needs and
capabilities as they are affected by such
conditions as demography, topography, land
characteristics, access routes, and i

|jurisdictional boundaries.
|

!
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and the northern half of the town ofcommunity of Dana Point
In all other respects these areas wereSan Juan Capistrano.

Tr. 7371-72, 8910-11;
fully included in the emergency plan.

15 NRC at (slip opinion at 18-19). Accordingly, the
__

two to three miles to encompass those
Board extended the EPZ

|
areas. In its view, this extension (1) falls well within
the dictates of 10 CFR 50. 47 (c) (2) that the plume EPZ.be

"about 10 miles," (2) is supported by the requirement in
local characteristics suchthat regulation to pay heed to

(3) will eliminate theas jurisdictional boundaries,
- confusion that could be caused by applicants' bifurcated

.

has the benefit of giving full' coverage to a .

EPZ, and (4)

populated area at little additional cost. Id. at (slipI
__

1

opinion at 18-19).
The Licensing Board ruled further, however, that the ;

I
!

absence of siren coverage for the populated areascurrent

across San Juan Creek was not grounds for denying the
The Board'sapplicants a license for full power operation.

conclusion was based on its finding that alternative means

(such as loudspeakers from helicopters and police cars)

exist to provide a prompt alert to this public in the event

of an emergency. Id. at (slip opinion at 55, 172). j

, !
'

in the words of 50. 47 (c) (1) , there was reasonable
.

iHence,

assurance that " adequate interim compensating actions have :

been or will be taken." The Board imposed a license

condition, which it clarified in a subsequent order |

|

|
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(LBP-82-40, 15 NRC __ (1982), that requires the applicants

to remedy the siren warning deficiency within six months of
the commencement of full power operation.

Intervenors do not quarrel with the Board's reliance on

the alternatives to sirens in deciding whether the warning ;
1

system can function adequately until full siren coverage isl

in place. They do contest, however, the Board's factual !

conclusion that helicopter and police car loudspeakers will

| be adequate for the job. Intervenors argue that the record

! is devoid of factual support for the conclusion that

helicopters and emergency vehicles can be diverted to notify

| 30,000 people within an adequate period of time. App. Tr.

22-23.

i 2. Analysis
. . . .

;
-

On factual issues that arise in the context of a
stay motion we are very hesitant to substitute our judgment
for that of the Licensing Board. The Board has, after all, j

| presided over the entire proceeding. Our familiarity with

the facts in the limited time we have had for review is
| perforce much less. The normal deference that an appellate

body owes to the trier of the facts when reviewing a
decision on the merits is thus even more compelling at this

|
' preliminary stage of review. See Toledo Edison Co.

(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units 1, 2 and 3),

ALAB-385, 5 NRC 621, 629 (1977).

l

i

-
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Here, while the record on the issue is sparse, there is

enough to support the Licensing Board's conclusion as to thei

The 30,000 people
adequacy of interim alerting measures.

;

who live across San Juan Creek in the Dana Point and San
Juan Capistrano areas are clustered in a densely populated

See Applicants'
area of a relatively few square miles.
Exhibit 132, fig. 10 and Appendix A-2. To a.ler_t.these

''

Orange County could call upon some of its 2,000
|

people,
pracrically all of which have eitheri emergency vehicles,'

Tr. 8763, 8916. The marine base at
loudspeakers or sirens.

' nearby Camp Pendleton has helicopters equipped with

loudspeakers that could also be pressed into emergency
California Highway patrol cars

service. Tr. 9342-43, 9373.;

Tr.
equipped with loudspeakers may also be of assistance.,

8268-72.
While the record does not indicate how many emergency

4

vehicles or helicopters can be deployed to cover the Dana
it was

Point and San Juan Capistrano areas on short notice,
Egbert S. Turner, Manager of thei the opinion of Mr.

Emergency Management Division, Orange County General

| that with existing siren coverage and
Services Agency,

county resources he could get notice out to all people'

(including those in Dana Point andwithin his jurisdiction
4

Tr. 9003-05,
San Juan Capistrano) within 30 minutes.

,

)

5 |

'

I
!

|
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siren coverage would not be wholly9021-22. -4/ Moreover,

absent because two of the 41 sirens already in place are

outside the 10-mile radius near those populated areas, and

would provide an adequate level of alerting sound to at
some limited part of that region. See Applicants'

least

Exhibit 135; Tr. 6931, 7372. -

Mr. Turner's 30-minute alert estimate suffices to
support the Board's conclusion that adequate compensating

measures to address the siren deficiency will be undertaken.

The emergency planning regulations provide as a " design

objective" that local officials must be able to alert
15essentially all of the public initially "within about,

minutes" from the time the officials themselves are notified
I 10 CFR Part 50, Appendixof the emergency by the licensee.

E, Section IV.D.3. The guidance that implements the

Commission's regulations reiterates the objective of an

|

|

.
. . . . .

;

This is the only time estimate we have been able toI

'
- 4/ See alsodiscover in the record on this point.--

Applicants' Exhibit 53 at V-6, which indicates that
Orange County believed it could notify all people in
the plume EPZ within one hour, even before thesiren warning system was installed. We |

applicants' !

note also that the Orange County emergency procedures
still include the idea that mobile units would be used
in areas to be evacuated even when there is siren
coverage. Tr. 9021-22.

.

I

I

!

_ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . - __
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the 10-mile
signal on an area-wide basis throughoutalert

5/ It goes on to provide that the
EPZ within 15 minutes. --
objective of the initial notification shall be to assure

i hin
coverage of essentially 100 percent of the population w t

As to those who are more distant,
five miles of the site. h
or those who did not receive the initial notification, t e

"[s]pecial arrangements will be made .

guidance provides that
l tion

to assure 100% coverage within 45 minutes of the popu a

have received the initial notification withinwho may not :
the entire plume exposure EPZ."

-

it calls for.
--

As we read that implementing guidance,
the nuclear power plant to be assured of the

these nearest
most prompt warning, while those farther away -- in the

remaining portion of the plume EPZ -- are to be notified in
The allowance ofwithin 45 minutes.all circumstances

additional time to notify people farther from the nuclear
| site is in recognition of not only the! power plant'

|. . _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ ... .._ ..._._

NUREG-0654, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness5/

1 (November--

in Support of Nuclear Power Plants, Rev.This document was jointly
1980), Appendix 3 at 3-3.
prepared by the NRC staff and the staff of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency.r

_6/ Ibid.

.

i
~- - - ._ " ' - + * . * , ,
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potentially more difficult notification problem but,
more

farther away. Thus,
importantly, the lesser risk to those

provided much of the technical basis for thethe report that

Commission's choice of a 10-mile plume EPZ -7/ explained

that

although protective actions may be required
for individuals located in areas further than
10 miles from the reactor for an
" atmospheric" release, the actual measures
used and how rapidly or efficiently they are
implemented, will not strongly influence the
number of gyojected early health
effects. --

in discussing the time factors associated withSo too,

the guidance document implementing the
-

releases,

Commission's regulations stated:
4

The range of times between the onset of accident
conditions and the start of a major release is of

. ~ . . - . . . . .

.. . . - .
>

7/ See 44 Fed. Reg. 61123 (October 23, 1979); 45 Fed. Reg.
55406 (August 19, 1980).~~

8/ NURIG-0396, Planning Basis for the Development of State
Radiological Emergency Responseand Local Government~~

Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants j

!

(December 1978), at I-52. The report explained further
(id. at I-50): ..

In the intervals beyond 10 miles, there is little
~

apparent di.atinction between the effectiveness of ,

!

evacuation and sheltering strategies in terms of |The meanprojected early fatalities or injuries.number of early fatalities is 0 in both of these
intervals, and projected early injuries, although
not 0, are greatly reduced for each of the
protective strategies investigated. |

!
@

:
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The
the order of one-half hour to several hours.subsequent time period over which radioactive
material may be expected to be released is of the

(short-term release) to a

order of one-half hourfew days (con'.inuous release) .
The time for a radioactive

NUREG-0654, note 5 suora, at 13.
is10 miles from the plant

release to travel to a point
17. -9/Id. at

typically another one to four hours.
time is not of the essence for people living

-

.
In short,

atfrom the site of a potential accident
more than 10 miles

The technical analysis underlying the
San Oncfra.
Commission's regulations recognizes this, and the

implementing guidance of NUREG-0654, which requires less
immediate notification to those persons farther away from

(45 minutes for essentially 100 percentthe accident
See generally

notification), is to the same effect.
through I-52.. While it is ,

NUREG-0396, note 8 supra, at I-44

to provide as much alerting time as possible, weprudent
the 30 minutes Mr. Turner thought _it would

conclude that
. . - .

-. .
..

If the travel time were shorter, the expected doses
.

As observed in9/ would be correspondingly lower.~~

at 18:NUREG-0396, note 8 supra,
(U]nder poor dispersion conditions associatedtwo hours or more mightwith low windspeeds,
be required for the plume to travel aHigher windspeeds
distance of five miles.-

would result in shorter travel times butwould provide more dispersion, making high
exposures at long distances much less likely.

/

~ - .- .
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take te notify the people in his area provides an adequate f

interim compensating measure to an area-wide siren alert.

Intervenors have not made a strong showing that they are
to the (

} likely to prevail on the merits of their argument
)

contrary.

Medical Assistance for the Radiation-Injured in the ,

B.

General Public _,

1. Backcround

The Licensing Board ruled that 10 CFR 50.47 requires
and thethe emergency response plans of the applicant:

i

I surrounding area jurisdictions to provide for medical

crrangements for members of the general public who might

s.ifer radiation injury in a serious nuclear accident.
10/ The Board also15 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 43-44). --

10/ The applicants and staf f disputed + ae Board ' =When the meaning of the regulation wasinterpretation.
debated before Licensing Board the applicants took
the position c a* the requirement in 10 CFR
50. 4 7 (b) (12) to u ke medical arrangements.for
"contaminatet n'ared individuals" referred to
contaminated p . sons who had been traumatically

~~ injured. Tr. 9637-40.
BeforeThe staff's position has been less than clear.

the termthe Licensing Board the staff argued that
contaminated injured was " broad enough to include an
injury with a contaminated wound or just an excessive
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

!

l
,

l

:

/
,
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for
the absence of such medical arrangements,

concluded that
a period of six months should not preclude full power

The Board based this latter conclusion on I

operation.
the remote possibility of a nuclear

\ (1)several factors: he

accident in the six months the Board allowed for t
!

i

.

(FCCTNCTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE).Tr. 9650.
radiation dose without a wound."

10/
Nevertheless, despite this position that " injury ^ could

--

mean either traumatic injury or radiation injury, thestaf' went on to argue that the regulations require no
-

specific medical arrangements for the general publicserious and improbable
|

|
-

who might be injured in the mostTr. 9651-52. On appeal, the
of nuclear accidents. staff termed its disagreement with the Licensing
Board a disagreement over whether " planning" orthe Board calling for the;

" pre-planning" was required,former and the staff arguing only for the latter.
' App.

is theThis distinction, we are told,

difference between requiring specific medicalarrangements and merely identifying general medical
Tr. 69-70.

_

|

!

App. Tr. 69-72.resources. dI

While neither the applicants nor the staff has appeale
we nevertheless are free tothe Board's ruling,

disagree with the Board's interpretation even if no-

Virginia

party presses an appeal on the issue. Electric and Power Co._ (North Anna Nuclear PowerALAB-491, 8 NRC 245, 247_ _ , , _

Station, Units 1 and 2),
(1978).

- - - - - . - .
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applicants and local of ficials to plan for medical
arrangements; (2) the capability of the applicants'

emergency medical plan for its own employees to care for

some persons injured offsite as well; (3) the extant ability
to provide medical services for the general public on an ad
hoc basis; and (4) the good faith efforts of the applicants

and local officials to meet a "sometimes less than
Id. at __completely clear" emergency planning requirement.

(slip opinion at 44-46, 216).
Intervenors challenge the Board's decision to allow

full power operation in the face of this emergency planning
Their challenge is said to be mor'e than adeficiency.

factual dispute about whether alternative measures will

compensate for the deficiency in medical arrangements.
the Licensing Board has providedHere, intervenors argue,

six-month grace period without making anythe applicants a

finding that interim compensating actions will be taken.
Moreover, in their view, the Board afforded the_ grace period

a factoronly because of the unlikelihood of an accident,
intervenors contend the emergency planning regulations do

not allow the Board to consider. App. Tr. 9-11. See 10 CFR

50. 47 (c) (1) .

2. Analysis

Despite the Licensing Board's detailed examination of

the history of the medical services regulation, we entertain
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t The

serious doubts that the Board's reading is accura e.
is as follows (emphasis added) :

text of 50. 47 (b) (12)
The onsite and offsite emergency response

plans for nuclear power reactors must meet the(b)
(12) Arrangements are* * * dfollowing standards:

made for medical services for contaminated iniure_.

individuals.__
,

.

for

On its face, the regulation requires arrangements
d"

medical services only for " contaminated injure
.-.

for members of the general public who may
individuals, not

l

have suf fered radiation exposure or in]ury in a nuc ear -
-

.

The distinction between the two . lasses of
c

accident. -

11/ is based upon a judg- ,

-Itinadvertent. --

people is not .

. . . . -
-

. ..

For present purposes, the primary distinction is and
between those persons who have been contaminated- 11/

(i.e., persons who havetraumatically injured
radionuclides on or in their bodies and also areas opposed to persons who have been
physically injured) In actuality, there could be

)
additional categories, based on the factors of .(1exposed to radiation.

traumatic injury, and (.3)(2)radiation exposure, .
-

contamination.
( i .jt._ ,

For persons who suffer radiation injury .

and are.
approximately a 200 rem radiation dose)
contaminated, generally 90 percent of their surface

._

contamination can be removed simply thro' ugh bathing or
This reduces the contamination to levelsh

that are medically quite small so that w ateverresidual contamination may remain does not inter ere
showering.

f

Tr. 7743-45.for radiation injury.
with the treatment

Persons who are contaminated but have not receivedsubstantial radiation doses would not need any hosp tai l

Decontamination would be a matter ofTr. 7720. See also Tr.treatment.washing with soap and water.
7087-88, 10,822, 10,850-51.

, , .
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as to their anticipated needs for emergency treatment.ment

And it is an emergency planning regulation we are

construing.
|" Contaminated injured" is a distinct category

(i.e.,encompassing potential patients whose traumatic

physical) injuries are complicated by radioactive

contamination. As Dr. Roger E. Linnemann explained:

A patient who has been exposed to radiation doesin turn, give off radiation any more than anot,
burn (ed} patient gives off heat. There has been
damage and . the clinical course unfolds over. .

-

a period of time.

This means that we do have time to react and time
to plan. .

***
i

(T]he problem arises if the person is injured
and contaminated. This requires special
facilities at a hospital. It requires special

facilities because we would rather not admit those
persons to our normal emergency room because
contamination is loose. It can fall on the floor

in the emergency rooms, where people move in
. . .and out quite quickly, and the first thing you
knew you could cause contamination in the hallways
of the hospital. (T]herefore we have. .

designed facilities where a patient can be treated
for his traumatic injury while you control the
contamination.

Tr. 7719-21. See also Tr. 7082-84, 7727-29, 7745-48. Dr.

Linnemann further explained that because the clinical course
ifof radiation injury unfolds over time and "is seldom,

life threatening (,) . in all cases (treatment of]. .ever,

the traumatic injury takes precedence." Tr. 7721.
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the contaminated injured need emergency care for
In short,

Plans must be in place to provide
their traumatic injuries.

facilities
that care without contaminating the persons or

People who suffer radiation injury, on theproviding it.
i other hand, are unlikely to need emergency treatment.

relatively few people are
The record is clear that

injured

expected to be both contaminated and traumatically.
The estimate was from one to perhaps

in a nuclear accident.

25 or so.
Tr. 11,060-61. See also Tr. 7747.

These people

| i td
would be principally workers onsite who become contam na e!

! The
and injured during the course of the accident.

~ contaminated injured could also include members of the
be

r

general public, such as emergency workers, who might'

involved in monitoring a contaminated area onsite and are
Tr.

then injured (for example) in a traffic accident.
| The applicants' present

11,059-61. See also Tr. 7746-48.

emergency plan is fully adequate to cope with these
The applicants have specific arrangements|

| - " eve'n tua litie s .
with three hospitals to provide medical services to

contaminated injured individuals, and Orange County's

emergency response plan identifies 13 area hospitals that
have the capability of handling patients with radioactive

Applicants' Exhibit 53 at IV-2, V-39; Tr.contamination. Sears,
See also Testimony of John R.7107-09, 11,059-61.

See generally Applicants' Exhibitsfol. Tr. 10,644, at 7-8.
.

-- _ _ , ,_
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85-99. These existing plans can be built upon and expanded
.

on an ad hoc basis should the need arise. Tr. 10,830-33.

Linnemann for the applicants and Dr. Mary Reed' Both Dr.

for the intervenors agreed it was not likely that large
numbers of the general public would receive such high doses

of radiation in a nuclear accident as to warrant hospitali-
,

zation or emergency treatment. Tr. 7087, 7727, 10,276-

78. 12/ Hospitalization would be recommend ~ed for persons-

who had received an exposure of 150 to 200 rem or upwards

over the course of a few hours. Tr. 7728, 7767. Under the

emergency response plans, it is envisioned that protective
action (for example, sheltering or evacuation) would be

:
s

initiated when projected doses to the general public are in
.

the range of one rem. Tr. 7210-11. See NCREG-0 6 5 4, note __
4

suora, at 60-61, Criteria J.7, J.9. Thus, .f_o r. a serious

nuclear accident to result in the hospitalization of large4

. _ _ _ . . _ _. _ . . . _ _ . .

12/ Dr. Linnemann foresees the possibility that in a
serious nuclear accident there would be large numbers
of people slightly exposed to radiation and exceef.-
ingly anxious. He thinks that they would require

; monitoring attention at reception centers and
' information by persons knowledgeable about the effects

of radiation, as are currently provided for by local
emergency plans. See generally Applicants' Exhibit 53
at IV-11-12, V-39-42 through 43-44. Dr. Linnemann
believes, however, that hospitalization would be
undesirable for such persons. Tr. 7087.

.

e

. _.
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i an already unlikely
numbers of people, not only must

also the emergency response to| 1'3/ butaccident be severe, f"

Even then, I

protect the public must be ineffectual. |

intervenors' witness Dr. Rex Ehling agreed with Drs. Reed !

|rgency
and Linnemann that hospitalization would not be an eme |

i

matter.
Tr. 7087, 7109, 7718-19, 9979, 10,277-78.

there are several
_ _

;
Moreover, Dr. Ehling testified that'

in Orange
thousand hospital beds immediately available -

for people who requireCounty that could care
.

hospitalization for radiation injury.
_.

. . . . . . - . - .
-_

The Licensing Board's initial decision re6,roduces Table
Final Environmental Statement13/

7.4 f rom NUREG-0 4 90, (slip opinion fol. p. 41).;

(April 1981). 15 NRC at __
shows, for example, that the probability of anI

f over

accident at San Onofre that would deliver doses o200 rem to 2,000 people is one in one million in anyThe staff thinks this
It

:

one year of reactor operation. calculation is conservative -- perhaps unrealistically
1

'

so -- because (1) it
assumes that the general public

i

will be evacuated in the direction of the radioact vesevere accident;

plume; (2) the probability of the mostis now thought to be lower than calculated in the FES;
it assumes that people who would not be evacuated(4) no

would simply go about their usual business; and(3); d
timely protective action was assumed for people beyon
the EPZ during a severe accident that might threaten

,

| 10,339-41. The staff
Tr. 10,330, 10,335-36,>

"should not be used forthem.

concluded that Table 7.4 emergency planning purposes due to the degree of
,

conservatism in the assumptions used in the Tr. 10,341.

calculations on which the table is based."
I

I.

1

!

_ _ _
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1AITr. 9979-80, 9991-92.
intervenorsThe foregoing discussion indicates that

have failed to make a strong showing that they are likely to
San Onofre should not operate at

| prevail on their claim that
full power until plans are in place for medical arrangements
for those members of the general public who may suffer

As we ;radiation exposure in a serious nuclear accident.i
!

!

I have explained (see pp. 15-18, suora), there is serious
the Commission's regulations require arrangementsdoubt that

of that kind. Assuming that such arrangements are required,

however, the standard of 10 CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) allowing for

plant operation in the face of emergency planning
This is so for two

' deficiencies has nonetheless been met.t

reasons. First, given the expert medical testimony that

immediate hospitalization would not be necessary for ;
!

radiation injury, the asserted planning deficiency is "not |

significant." Second, in view of the immediate availability

of hospital beds and trained people to care for those who
have received substantial radiation doses, there is reason

to conclude that " adequate interim compensating actions have

Dr. Linnemann noted that it is not at all unusual for14/ hospitals to be capable of treating patients with--

radiation injury. Tr. 7728-29.

t

|
|

/
- .. . _ _ . . , . . .-
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4

been or will be taken promptly." 15/
n -

Ability of Offsite Jurisdictions to Monitor andC.

Assess Radiological Emergencies

1. Background _

10 CFR 50.47 (b) (9) , requires
The governing regulation,

]dequate
the applicants and local jurisdictions to have "(a

for assessing and monitoring
methods, systems, and equipment

l

~ actual or potential offsite consequences of a radiologica
The Licensing Board explained the

-

16/
." --

i .
emergency . . .

.- --
..

.

In view of our disposition of this point, we need not
decide whether the Licensing Board erred in considering! 15/

as one of the bases for allowing full power operationthe probability of any nuclear accident during the
~~

,
-

that six months of operation was remote,first

is generally broken down to cover two
i 16/ This recuirementtypes of radiological hazard -- that

associated with exposure to the radioactive plume anddistinct
Plume

associated with the ingestion pathway.directly exposedthat (1)exposure occurs when persons are (2) exposed to
to radiation emitted by the plume,

'

or (3)
materials they may have inhaled from the plume,
exposed to radiation from material deposited on theRadiation exposure from the.
ground from the plume.
ingestion pathway occurs when persons eat or. drink
material that has become contaminated by the depositing|

of radioactive material from the plume onto the groundThe most important ingestionor into the water supply.
pathway is typically the grass-cow-milk-human chain.at 14-17;
See generally NUREG-0654, note 5 suora,'

Applicants' Exhibit 53 at II-2-3.
argument is directed mainly to the plumeSee pp. 24,Intervenors'EPZ monitoring and assessment requirement.

29-32, infra _.4

'

,

- - - , - - - - ,. - . .
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;

in its decision (15 NRC acimportance of this requirement !

,

_ slip opinion at 47)):(

Should there be an actual or potential
the natureradiological release from San Onofre,

and magnitude of the release and the prevailing
meteorological conditions must be established andso that potential offsite doses cankept current Such projections give decision-be projected.
makers in the of fsite response organizations the
information they need to make correct decisions
concerning the appropriate protective action --
sheltering or evacuation. Field monitoring

;

| confirms the accuracy of offsite dose projections
made on the basis of onsite data.I

!

The Board noted that all parties had acknowledged there

were deficiencies in the radiation assessment capabilities

of the. local jurisdictions. Id. at __ (slip opinion at 48).

Accordingly, the Scard focused its attention primarily on!

all needswhether the applicants' capabilities could meet
!

for radiation monitoring and assessment in the plume EPZ.!

After reviewing those capabilities, the Board found that
fromleast with the emergency support1

"the [a]pplicants, at

all of the necessaryother utilities , can carry out
radiological assessment and monitoring, both onsite and in

,

the plume EPZ." Id._at __ (slip opinion at 49). In

addition, the Board found that the offsite organizations |

possessed significant capabilities in this. regard and would
;

|

| Ibid. The Licensing
| assist the applicants in an emergency.'

Board's ultimate finding was that
deficiencies in the offsite response organizations
in meeting applicable standards for assessment and
monitoring in the plume exposure pathway are notfor San Onofre within the meaning ofsignificant;

'

_ _ . _ _
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|

10 CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) . This means that such|

deficiencies are not an impediment to licensing.

|
Id. at (slip opinion at 49-50). See also ,id. at __ (slip

165-67. 17/ Intervenors challenge the factualf
-

opinion at ;

|

basis for the Board's conclusion and contend that, as a
\

matter of law, redundant monitoring and assessment- !

in offsite jurisdictions in order , i

capability must exist
to provide a reasonable basis for-protective action

18/
response. --

2. Analysis .. _ .

The NUREG-0654 guidance that implements the
.

Commission's emergency planning requirements provides, among
|

I in an accident situation a licensee mustother things, that

have the capability to measure the radiation _ levels.in the
also have an onsite Technical Support Center

plant. It must

. .

These facts also led the Board'to conclude that!

adequate interim compensating action to monitor and17/
~~

assess radiological releases would be taken within the |

~15 NRC at (slip

meaning of 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) .The Board also imposed Ticense213-14).
opinion atconditions requiring the applicants to maintain their
monitoring and assessment capabilities at no-less a-
level of readiness than was described at the hearing,

.

|
and to have installed and operating within six. months |

after full power operation a second-meteorological /
tower and a health physics computer to-perform offsite i

|
- dose calculations in the event of an accident.'

(June 1,
Application for Stay of Full Power License |18/
1982) at 3-4. |

1

1

.-

i
1

|
, . . . _ . . . . _ . . . . _ . -.-. , __ .~.- -~ __ __ __ _ _ ._.-.
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and an offsite Emergency Operations facility (EOF)(TSC)

capable of taking radiological and meteorological data and
of actual and potential offsitemaking an assessment
See NUREG-0654, note 5 supra, at 56-57,radiation exposure.

Criteria I.1-I.6. The offsite organizations (i.e., the

local governments) are to be able to put equipped, trained

monitoring teams into the field to make dose measurements,
Id. atincluding the measurement of radiciodine in the air.

57-58, Criteria I.7-I-11. These localities should then be
suchable to decide upon and' implement protective actions,

as sheltering or evacuation, based upon and consistent with

the radiological hazards information that has been provided

Id. at 61-64, Criteria J.9-J.10.

a. It is plain from the record that the applicants
have the ability to assess potential offsite radiological

consequences and to provide local officials with the

information necessary for their decisions. Two independent

facilities are at the applicants' disposal for this purpose.
important dose assessment capability is thatThe most

provided by the applicants' Technical Support Center

adjacent to the plant control room. This facility has

immediate access to in-plant radiation and effluent

monitoring information, as well as to meteorological
information and data regarding the status of other crucial f

I
'

parameters that may govern the future course of anplant i
i

accident. See NUREG-0712, Safety Evaluation Report
!

!

_ _
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13-8; Tr. 7163-67. The TSC is in direct
at(February 1981) ,

communication with each of the surrounding jurisdictions
ovide

through their emergency operations centers and can pr
information. Tr. 7377.

them directly with dose assessment
from

The TSC also receives offsite dose monitoring results

field teams sent out by the applicants and by the offsite
Tr. 7170-75.organizations.

In addition, the applicants have an offsite dose
in the Emergency Operations

assessment center (ODAC)
In the event of an accident the ODAC will19/

Facility. --
trained technical personnel, a

be manned by the applicants'
from Orange County, and representativeshealth physicist

Tr. 7379-80.
from other local organizations and the State.

,

|

|

This facility is in direct ecmmunication with the TSC and
i

would racaive the y,esults of offsite radiation monitor ng
facilities provide

Consequently, the presentactivity.

independent capabilities for radiological consequences |
1 )'

| in which the offsite jurisdictions would
assessment

|

participate directly in a technical role.
The ODAC is also capable of being used to provide local ,

|

officials who are stationed at the various emergency
_ .

At present the EOF and ODAC are located in a firestation in San Clemente several miles from the plant.19/
A new EOF is under construction on company landCompletion is

~~

considerably closer to the plant.
i' projected for October 1982.

-

,
_- .-- ..
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|

operations centers with information upon which their
While the CDACprotective action decisions can be based.

| access to plant monitoring information,does not have direct
these data are accessible through the communications link

with the TSC. See Tr. 7379-80. The Licensing Board's

requirement that the applicants are to install a dedicated
computer for the calculation of offsite dose information

Tr. 7176, 7607-08.will strengthen this system further.

See n.17 suora.
i In terms of monitoring capability, each of the' b.

surrounding jurisdictions has the ability (as do the
|

applicants) to send ecuipped and trained dose monitoring

teams to the field. These jurisdictions include Orange

|
County, the City of San Clemente, San Diego County, and Camp

Pendleton. Tr. 8606-08,8919, 9320-21, 9338. There has been

significant improvement in this regard since the May 1981|

l
1

|
| emergency planning exercise, when the Federal Emergency |

Management Agency (FEMA) criticized the local jurisdictions'

monitoring capabilities. 15 NRC at __ and materials there

I

e

/
. - _ __ - _._ __
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'20/
143-44). --

cited (slip opinion at
In sum, the applicants have two facilities, each

capable of providing local of ficials with timely dose
the nuclear power

assessments from information generated at 21/
and obtained by offsite monitoring teams. --

-- plant i l

Moreover, each of the offsite jurisdictions has substant a
dose monitoring capability that can supplement that of t.he

We conclude, therefore, that there exists
applicants.

redundant capability to gather and assess radiological
information in

' consequences information and to provide that
. _ _ _ .__ _ .

_ . . _ _ _ -_ _ _

Another training exercise involving these jurisdictions1982 anf evaluated by20/
was carried out on April 15,Although FEMA's evaluation material is outside
the record of these proceedings, no party objects tothe evaluation for the specific purpo.se
FEMA.

the monitoring capabilities have notour looking at ,

'

of confirming thatdeteriorated since the time of the evidentiary hearing.We note this
They have not deteriorated.found on page ii of the evaluation:App. Tr. 82.

summary statement"Overall, our observations concluded that all
,

'

jurisdictions reflected an adequate er bettercapability to respond to an offsite emergency at San
.

Onofre N.G.S."
We do not mean to suggest that both the Technical
Support Center and the Emergency Operations Facility21/

should provide this information to the emergencyThe ODAC in the EOF is to be the
~~

is functioning.operations centers.
primary source of information, once it
Tr. 7379-80, 8948-49.

4

- . - - - T
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use it to makea timely manner to those officials who must

protective action decisions.
As to intervenors' other argument (offered without

we are unpersuaded that as a matter of lawsupport),

deficiencies in the monitoring and assessment capabilities

of offsite jurisdictions cannot be compensated for by the

applicants' system. On its face, 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) allows

compensating measures to be undertaken for any emergency
There is no reason why one trained,planning deficiency.

equipped, and capable offsite radiation monitoring team can
- not be substituted for another, whether it is that of the

applicants or that manned by local government personnel.
Moreover, to the extent the requirement for local monitoring

and assessment capability evinces a policy judgment that

those who bear the responsibility for sheltering or
evacuation decisions should be closely involved in the

monitoring and assessment process, the record demonstrates

that such is already the case. See pp. 26-27, suora.
-.-

Intervenors have not made a strong showing that the i

j

Licensing Board's decision on the adequacy of radiological

assessment and monitoring capability is erroneous.

D. Other Issues
|Intervenors also seek a stay of full power operation |

based upon the Board's refusal to find that emergency plans

for radiological monitoring and assessment in the ingestion

emergency planning zone are , adequate. The Board termed the

-- . .-
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record on this matter " decidedly equivocal" and (because of
ruled thatfailure to propose findings of fact)

l intervenors'
by the

the issue was uncontested, to be resolved informally
| 15 NRC at __ (slip

staff prior to full power operation.
The Board's hesitancy on the question of

opinion at 63-67).
that the lead role inadequacy stemmed from the fact

emergency planning and implementation for the ingestion EPZ
While the applicants had "done about

is given to the State.
reasonably be expected of them in. this area," rall that might'

Id. |
the Board found that the State plan was still evolving.

22/ |65-66). ,,(slip opinion at 64, --

at __, __

. ~ . . - --

Applicants submitted an extensive study of potentialradiological hazards in the ingestion pathway EPZ in
_

22/
a study that includedthe event of a serious accident,

suggested protective response levels for food, milk,
and water. Applicants' Exhibit 121. They also
presented an emergency response plan for the ingestion
pathway. Applicants' Exhibit 143. The latter document'

and was
was reviewed by the State Health Departmentgenerally well organized,found to be " excellent, { Radiological
concise and consistent with the RHSplanning procedures document."Health Services})Exhibit 159. See also Tr. 7388-89. Mr.
Applicants' testified that theDavid F. Pilmer, for the applicant,
State had prepared a draft emergency plan for the
ingestion pathway, which assigns responsibilities to
the local jurisdictions and designates the State's

Tr. 11,115. He also indicated that
supporting role. plan would guide the ODAC personnel in
the applicants' selecting appropriate pathway samples and evaluating

,

!
The Orange County Emergency plan-

them. Tr. 11,123.
includes provisions for taking samples of water and
foodstuffs, and the County has an agreement with the
University of California at Irvine to analyze such
samples. Tr. 8982-83.

|

-
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Intervenors have not made a strong showing that the
Where aBoard's disposition of this issue was erroneous.

party has not pursued a contention before the Licensing
Board through proposed findings of fact, we will not
entertain it "for the first time on appeal -- absent a

' serious substantive issue '" Public Service Electric and

Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1) ,

ALAB-650, 14 NRC 43, 49 (1981). Here, a serious substantive

issue is not presented by the Licensing Board's determina-

tion to leave the monitoring adequacy question for

resolution by the staff. As we have previously remarked:

"at the operating license stage, the staff generally has the
)
ifinal word on all safety matters not placed into controversy |

by the parties." South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. ,

|

(Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1) , ALAS-663, 14 NRC |
i

1140, 1156 n.31 (1981). This does not work an unfairness or |

| compromise safety. The NRC staff has a continuing

responsibility to assure that all regulatory requirements
are met by an applicant and continue to be met throughout

i

1 -

|
1

- - .-,
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23/ l

the operating lire or a nuclear power plant.
--...

r

|We thus see no basis for a stay based upon the Board's
;

relegation of an uncontested issue to the staff for I
J

resolution. |the Licensing BoardLastly, intervenors argue that

applied an erroneous standard in judging the adequacy of
-

emergency plan, violated intervenors' dueapplicants' 1

|allowing discovery directed to theprocess rights by not
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and erroneously

countenanced ex parte communications among the NRC staff,_ ,, _ ,

applicants, and FEMA.
.

As to theThese arguments can be disposed of quickly.
the Licensing Board adopted "afirst, intervenors claim that

As we said in South Carolina Electric and Gas Co.
(Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1) , ALAS-642,23/
13 NRC 881, 895-96 (1981), affirmed sub. nom. Fairfield

~~
,

l

~
~ United Action v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, No.

~ ~ ~ 81-2042 (D.C. Cir., April 28, 1982):
issue unless[A}n operating license may not

and until this agency makes the findings
specified in 10 CFR 50.57 -- including the
ultimate finding that such issuance "will not* the health and safety of ,*be inimical to * i

the public". As to those aspects of reactor
operation not considered in an adjudicatory(if one is conducted), it is theproceedingstaff's duty to insure the existence of an
adequate basis for each of the requisite
Section 50.57 determinations (footnote
omitted).

.

f
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" 24/ The argumentI
-

what there is, is adequate.i

standard that
elaboration, and we can see no support|

| is offered without h
The Licensing Board's 220-page opinion provides t e

'

for it. for the
detailed factual basis and regulatory support

the applicants' emergency plan
Board's conclusion that intervenors' mean to argue

To the extentpasses muster. be tested by a
the adequacy of the emergency plan must

again we are offered no supporting
that

r cost / benefit analysis, we are ofIn any event,
elabcration for such a requirement.

preliminarily, that the emergencythe view, at least
planning rule itself already accounts for whateverAs-the applicants

analysis might be necessary.
I cost / benefit (in

"[t]he emergency planning zone concept
rightly remark, the broadtakes into account

the Commission's rules already} s to the

range of radiological accidents and dose consequence
25/ It need not be reanalyzed

public from such accidents." --
in each individual proceeding. d ex

The claimed violation of due process rights an
, f a. strong showing

part_e irregularities also fall far short o
..

. . .

__

(June 1, ,

Application for Stay of Full Power License
!

24/
1982) at 5.

Response in Opposition to Application offor a Stay of Full Power |Applicants'25/
Intervenors Guard et al.

1

License (June 16, 1982T at 7. ,

i

|

I

I
|

. _ .
. .-. . , , . - _
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While intervenors new urge that they wereon the merits.
the record reveals thatdenied discovery against FEMA,

Tr.
intervenors never sought to depose any FEMA witnesses.

So too, nothing in the Commission's ex carte rule643-49.
,

precludes conversations among parties, none(10 CFR 2.780)
We

.of whom is a decisionmaker in the licensing proceeding.

. doubt intervenors will persuade us in the pending appeal

that it was improper for FEMA, the applicants, and the staff

to confer about defects in the applicants' emergency plan|

' and to suggest ways to correct them.
-

.

|

. _ _ _ _ _ _

.

intervenors have not made a strong showing thatIn sum,

they are likely to prevail on the merits of either the
To thesubstantive or procedural issues they have raised.

the Licensing Board identified deficiencies inextent
those

applicants' emergency planning for San Onofre,
-

deficiencies are being compensated for by other measures now

We therefore conclude that intervenors are notin place.

threatened with irreparable injury by the prospect of a full

power operating license being issued for San onofre and that

I
;

!
~ ~ - - - - , _ _ . _ _ . _ _
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f avors denial of their stay appplica-
the public interest

26/
tion. -

intervenors' motion forFor all the foregoing reasons,

a stay pending appeal is denied,

It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BCARD

b. M ,e wMs_
% ~-

JgnSKbema.<erC.
Secre ary to the,

Appeal Board;

.

i

l

|

|
|
|

|

-
. . . .

..

issues,

We also note that before a full power licensecomplete its immediate 76 4 (f) (2) ,26/
the Commission must
effectiveness review pursuant to 10 CFR 2. resolve certain open issues.

~~

See p.

and the staff must
30, suora.

|
i
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. CHARLES E. McCLUNG, JR.
ANDERSON, McCLUNG & FINCH1

FLEMING,lle de la Plata, * Suite 330 f.7
'

.
'

24012 Ca US1'jy0
'

:'

2 Laguna Hills, CA 92653 .

3
'82 JA -4 A10 :36

(714) 768-36014
,, ,.. ,

Attorneys for Intervenors * Chh ~DNf_~ Nd'. ;5 ,

- . . -..

6

7
UNITED STATES OF ANERICA

8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL9
~ OAMB~

10
)

,

,

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-361 OL11 50-362 OL
'

)| SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, ) -12
-

ET AL.
|

."

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station,13
.

14 Units 2 and 3)
,

15
NOTICE OF APPEAL |

,

16
..

17
-o0o-

18

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Guard, Cars tens, et al. , Inter-
19

|
venors in the above named action, hereby appeal to the Nuclear

20

Regulatory Commission Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boardi
21

from the Initial Decision of.the Atomic Safety and Licensing22

23 Board dated May 14, 1982.

24 DATED: June 1, 1982
l FLEMING, A ERSON, McCLUNG & FINCH,

I 25

I _.By Charles E. McClung, Jr. /
27

'

28

|

|
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CHARLES E. McCLUNG,McCLUNG & FINCH
' ogggygg

1 ANDERSON, ce rc
FLEMING,lle de la Plata,. Suite 33024012 Ca2 Laguna Hills, CA 92653 '62 J.] -4 fj0US

3

(714) 768-3601
,.. . .,..... ....' '"

!'.c:.-4
''

,'

Attorneys for Intervenors'
5

.

6

7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION8
;

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL
'

' -

BOARD _~

10 ,

)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-361 OL

'

50-362 OL11

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY,
'

'

12 .ET AL. --

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station,13

Units 2 and 3)14
.

15

APPLICATION FOR STAY OF FULL POWER LICENSE'

16

17
-o0o-

RD'(ASIAS):18

TO THE HONORABLE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL:, BOA
The Atomic Saf ety and Licensing Board (ASLB) issued its

19 .

f the San20

Initial Decision (ID) authorizing full power operation o
.

d 3 subject21

Onofre Nuclear Generating Stations (SONGS) Units 2 an
The ID dealt with the22

14, 1982.
to certain conditions on May lly that23

contested emergency planning issues and found genera
the health and safety of the24

there was reasonable assurance that d in the25

public surrounding SONGS would be reasonably protecteThe Intervenors are appealing26

event of a radiological emergency. f the full power license27

this decision and hereby request a stay o28
.

-1-
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pending a decision on appeal.
1,

,

! *

| 2 .

INIRODUCTIOli y plan-<

The ASL5 found numerous deficiencies in the emergenc
3

'

' These conditions were4

ning upon which it conditi'oned the license. tion. In-

deemed to be applicable af ter six months of plant opera
5

" post license" conditions is an6'

tervenors submit that this use of i before
7

. The Applicants should correct these deficienc es
8 errer, -

i e.
the full power license is made effect v dditional

.

The Intervenors take issue with the ID on two a
9

that the standard of10
the Intervenors submit

The" Board essentially said that ifFirst,
11 grounds.

adeqeacy applied was improper. There was no balancin,g of the12 3

planning exists, it is adequate. t ntial health conse-13

amount of planning necessary versus the po e i It

There was no discussion o,f potential dose sav ngs.
14<

d and objective deter-quences. d15

was impossible for the Board to make stan ar
onable . Second, there

16

mination of what was appropriate or reasd when the Applicants and17 ;

were serious procedural errors committethe findings of the Federal Emergencyi.

18 !

staf f were allowed to rebut t availabic to ..19 |

Hanagement Agency (FEMA) with evidence that was no
-

dited hea:
subject to discovery and with an expe20

21 the Intervenors,not d the Intervenors due process
ings schedule , all of which denie22 s.
and a fair hearing with respect to these issue in its Order23

Additionally, the ID incorporated by ref erence(PlD) of January 11,24 i

at page 219 its Partial Initial Decis on all the seismic25

1982 in which it found in favor of Applicants onpower license26
An Application to Stay the low

27 contentions. 26, 1982.
based on the FID was denied April28

.

-2-
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.

. Because that stay Application referred only.to the low
PID for

power license and because ID effectively incorporates the
1

full power license purposes, this Application also requests that
'

2

i d grant a stay3
the Appeal Board review its previous decis on an

4
!

of the full power license.
5 )

I6
7

THE INITIAL DECISION POINTS OUT SEVERAL MAJOR
7

DIFFICULTIES WITH THE EMERGENCY PLANNING ASACCORDINGLY THE ASLB ERRED IN
- 8

ALLOWING THE APPLICANTS SIX MONTHS OF COMMERCIAL
IT EXISTS.

OPERATION BEFORE THE DEFICIENCIIS NEED TO BE
9 ,

-

10 CORRECTED .

11 i

~
As more fully set forth in Intervenors' Comments Regard ng

21, 1982, which comments are12
Im=ediate Ef fectiveness dated May ith the
incorporated herein by reference, Intervenors take issue w

13

d

ASLB's " post license" implementation of the conditions impose
14

ncy planning15

upon the Applicants regarding the size of the emerge'
ervices for16

zone and the planning for health related emergency s
17

the general pub'ic. the inade-18
The Intervenors also respectfully submit that

jurisdictions' ability to19

quacies disecvered in the off site in both the plume20 i

monitor and assess the radiological emergenc esEP2 is a ci gnifi-21

exposure pathway EPZ and the ingestion pathwayt d for by the22

cant deficiency and is not adequately compensa eThere is no such showing23

Applicants' ability to monitor on site.
sequence other than the testimony24

in the record for any accidentAs.a matter of law Intervenors feel25

of NRC witness, John Sears. function must exist26

that the radiation monitoring and assessment ;

27
!

28 i '

-3-,
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'
'

. .

. '

in the off' site jurisdictions as a backup to the Applicants' pro-
.

.

1

jection models in order .to provide a reasonable basis for protec-| 2
;

3 tive action response.

4
The bases for a stay are met:

Whether the moving parties made a strong showing that
5 1.

they are likely to prevail on the merits.6
they have prevailad on the merits

Intervenors submit that7

pursuant to the ASLB's conditions and that they will be likely8
ditions.

to overturn the delayed implementation of those con
9

Whether the party will be irreparably injured unless a:
i 10 2.

11 stay is granted. shows
The -demonstrated inadequacy of the emergency plans

12
,

if a potential accident were to occur during the initial-

13 that i k to the
testing period at full power, there would be undue r s,

14 ;

15 public.
.

Whether granting a stay w'ould harm other parties.
16 3.

the granting of a stay will
The Applicants will submit that

,

:
17

harm them by millions of dollars a month because of the tradition-
18

al construction finance costs and alternative fuel costs, etc.19 d.r
This expense is part of the expense of the nuclear. business an~

20
The cos ts are fixed and the allo-

21 does not result from the stay. The Applicants.
cation of them is not an issue in this proceeding.22 fficiently ;

may well be able to satisfy these conditions in a su23 dl |
short time, without substantial slippage in their sche u e.24

Where the public interest lies.25 4.
The public interest clearly' lies in having adequate assur-26 ding

ance and public confidence in the emergency planning surrounf
:

27 before those plants
the San Onof re Nuclear Generating Stations

i,

1

28
,

-4-
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7' .

* . .

f

I*
i 1 go intocoperation.
,

|

2
.

11
3

THE ASLB'S FINDING THAT THE EMERGENCY PRE-
PAREDNESS IS ADEQUATE IS WITHOUT BASIS BE-4

CAUSE THE BOARD FAILED TO CONSIDER A PROPER -J

STANDARD OF ADEQUACY, VIZ. THE ACTUAL| 5

POTENTIAL DOSE SAVINGS TO INDIVIDUALS INi

6 AN EMERGENCY.

7
While the regulations and NUREG. guidance do not contemplate

8
i h ther

the study of a particular accident scenario to determ ne w e
9 f

emergency planning is adequate, they do propose that a range o
10 In this case no accident sequences

accidents should be considered.11 dis-
were considered, no potential radiation was considered, no

12 The Intervenors'
cussion was allowed of actual' dose savings.

13

Contention No. 'l asks in pertinent part whether there was reason-
14 k

able assurance that adequate protective measures could be ta en
| 15 Put another way the

in the event of a radiological emergency.16

question asks whether or not dose savings could be affected in17 lanning.in

the emergency planning zone (EPZ) given the emergency p
18 This

place, the geography, topography and demography of the area.19 h..
is.a balancing test:-the added increment of safety, i.e. healt20 The
benefits, versus the cost of said. increments , i. . e. money.

21 il
ASLB did not allow Intervenors to submit testimony of the potent ai

22 he plume |

radiation health ef f ects and doses to people within t |
23 ff docu ; |

should there be a range of accidents as predicted by sta24 d therefore
ments,such as the Environmental Impact Statement,an

.

,
25

left off one side of the balance.26 there is,

The ASLB essentially adopts a standard that what
27

If there are plans which address the various plan-
,

,

28 is adequate.
.

.
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|
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ning standards and guidelines mentioned in NUREG 0654, ;it is
;

\'

I'-

assumed that this will take care of the problem.
^ ,

2

The witness for the NRC, Mr. Grimes, testified for example |

3 Upon
that no standard evacuation time is necessary or reasonable.

4 |
further questioning he indicated that so long as the plant com- 1

5 |

plied with the site criteria regarding population that the emer-#

6 Intervenors submit that this |
gency plan timing would be adequate.7

is ludicrous reasoning because any emergency planning would then
'

8

'become reasonable if there were planning that the pepple could get
9

out no matter how long, no matter what the consequences.
10

to imagine methods to test adequacy.*
11 It is not difficult

For instance, public information and knowledge of the emergency
12

Just.as a com-
planning can be tested with public opinion polls.13

puter model can be devised for predicting the time of evacuation,I 14

similar models can be used, including already usuable models, the
15

to determine the actual effects of an evacuation
16 CRAC Code, etc.,

The techno-
at a given time on the health of people in the area.17

the experts are there to determine whether or not
18 logy exists,

4

these methods are going to be adequate.19

20 .

Intervenors respectfully submit that the numerous deficienci
e:

t

the decision of the ASLB based on a
-

21 exist in the plans and that
showing that plans exist without demonstration that they can be

|4

22

implemented to save lives is defective.23,

24

Please refer to the attached declaration of Jack Stowe,
f*25

Pendleton Coaat State Parks Area Director which demonstratesI26

objective evidence of inadequacy; Mr. Stowe was one of the
27

Applicants' witnesses in this proceeding.'

28
.

-6-
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THE ASLB ERRED IN RELYING ON IMPROVEMENTS
-

PROFERRED AT TRIAL TO REBUT. THE PRESUMPTION " -
- -

2
0F EARLIER FEMA FINDINGS, WITHOUT ALLOWING'

INTERVENORS ACCESS TO THAT INFOPEATION OR TO3

FEMA RESULTING IN A DENIAL OF DUE' PROCESS
4 TO INfERVENORS.

5

The regulations provide that FEMA will issue a finding as
6

to the off site emergency preparedness to aid the NRC in its
7

licensing proceedings of nuclear power plants.. FEMA did so in
8

this case on May 18, 1981. Th se findings serve to cre. ate a pre-
This finding came af ter many f9

sumption on the issues they address.10
a comprehensive drill of the emergency. plans.

11 months of study and
there were serious deficiencies

It was FEMA's determination that:12
(Interv'enors ' Ex-in the emergency planning and implementation..

13
Intervenors' contentions were substantially ported

14 hibit 15).
The Applicants quickly pushed for closing :

f

15 f by the FEMA findings.
of discovery and hearings on these f.ssues despite the negative16 ,

The Applicants then based a substantial' portion
17 findings of FEMA. '

of their case on rebutting the findings of FEMA by showing that
18

everyone was working to correct each of the findings.19

The staf f presented a FEA witness as part of its case to:
-

20

He':.testi'fied that af ter consultation
-

~

21 rebut the FEMA - findings ..

between the Applicants and FEMA an " action plan" to remedy the22
Intervenors

FEMA deficiencies was deve. loped by the Applicants.23
d the...

were not notified of any meetings between the Applicants an24 ' ' -

upper level staff of FEMA to discuss the FEMA findings.25

The ASLB quite appropriately places substantial reliance on26 h Applicants'
the FEMA findings, especially where they support t e27 that the earlier-
or NRC staff position, and therefore the fact28 ,

.
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deficiencies were being corrected had a substantial weight in! ,
*

j '

the Board's decision that the plans were adequate in the final3 2 or determineIntervenors were n.ot allowed to discover,;
analysis.

3
whether this was the case because- the hearings were, held before

4
there was a resolution and because they were precluded from parti-' 5
ci ation in discussions with these parties in violation of the

P
f6

rule against ex parte communication'with deci' ion makers.s
7

The hearings were condueted on a rush basis (6 days a week),

,

| 8
and each day new evidence was being created, by the Applicants.

.

i
g

The rush basis of the hearings, the rebuttal of the FEMA
~10

findir.gs by FENA itself, the cut off of discovery, the discussionsj

i 11

between the Applicants and the FEMA decision makers served to
[ 12

deny the Intervenors due process of law and a fair hearing of
,

;
d 13
.

.s

14 their contentions.~

I

! 10
; IV ~

16

THE APPEALS BOARD SHOULD STAY FULL PO'4ER
. OPERATION OF THE PLANT PENDING THEIR17
j DECISION ON THE SEISMIC APPEAL.
4 18

The ID makes the earlier PID a final decision with respect1

According1'y this ID should be stayed on, |19j

to full power operation. I

20 in its.PID ,|
the grounds that.the~ASI3 erred in its determination|

.

21 Inter-j

that the seismic design basis of the SONGS was adequate.;

22j Stay
venors incorporate herein by reference their Application for.

23 dated
of Low Power License and Appeal from Denial of the ASLAB

24

i 25 May 10, 1982.
-

Intervenors resubmit their motion for stay based on the1
26

| fact that this is now a full power license and they would request.

?
27

Intervenors submit that this
a stay of the full power license.28 '

.

-8-
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.

would be less harm to the Applicants because further testing is .

I

2 required which"can be' done at low power without substantial cost

to the Applicants, during which time the ASIAB can make its full3

and complete decision on the seismic issues. As it stated in its
4

5 roling dated April 26, 1982, the ASIA 3 had almost completed its

6 review in that regard. Therefore, little harm will be done to

7 the Applicants.

theThere is a potential greater harm to the public in that8

plant will be operating at full power And if there were to be an9

10 accident, the increased power levels would provide more danger to

11 the public.

Additionally, the cost of seismic upgrading should there be
12

an redefinition of the seismic basis would increase af tdr the13

14 plant has been operated at full power because of the increased

15 radioactivity of the syste=s and radioactive inventory.
,

The public interest lies in having the resolution of the16

17 design basis question before the plant is operated at full power

18 to 111eviate public distrust for the nuclear power industry.

19

20 - CONCLUSION
;

j

21 The Intervenors respectfully submit that the full power opera-

tion of the SONGS should be stayed until a resolution of the appeal22

of this emergency planning initial decision and the partial initial23

decision on seismic issues or alternatively that full power should24
i

be stayed until. there is adequate demonstration that the conditions !
25 !

26 f/'I.1/ H l . ..
-

|

27 //////// |

28 //////// |
-

.
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1,
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|.
,

set forth in the initial decision 1 we b'een co.mplied with.'

I

2 .

-

i. ' Respectfully submitted,
3

FIIMING , ANDERSON, McCLUN,G 6, FIN 6
y .- /4 .- /., . . .

'_L. f .f | [ ', (,
5

Charles E. . McClung, Jr.J i
.

6 )
7

| 8
1
I

! 9
|

! 10 -

11

12 .

.

13
.

14

15
.

; 16

17

18
t

j. 19
I

20 .

'

21

22 1

23
I

24
'

|

25

i
26 .

\
'

27

i 28 -10--

.

i
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'' ..

' ( . DECLARATION OF JACK STOWE* .

*

- . ,

I, Jack Stove, state that the attached documents detail the basis
of my concern that the May 1981, April 15, 1982 emergency drills

| and our timeline estimates of evacuation timing show an excess of'

an hour and forty minutes would be required to complete the entire
-

alert and notify procedure to instruct our State Parks populations
in the nearest five milesto the San Onofre Generating Station,.'

If we were able to
,

San Onofre and San Clemente State. Beaches.
t

cut the time in half in an actual emergency we vould still be
|

almost four times the 15 minute criteria of WRIG 8654.
4

The risk of populations involved is , on a usual sunner day, between4

! 5,000 and 7000 persons.
:

teve Pendleton Coast State Parks Area Director
|

Jac

June 1, 1982, at San Clemente, California -
.
* . . .

,

7'
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'M e m o r a n d. um .

i .-
,

. .

' '

Dats Eay 28, 1982 ,'

;

I
4 '

To Berbert L. Ileinze
,

|
.

Regional Direct'or | |
,

.-Southern Region .

... |
-

:
-

. ,. :

5 .
. .

,

.-

Ciepartrnent of Parks *and Recreation
!

I Froen :
Pendleton Coast Area. -

i
1

.

* .

; ,5ubirreh, San Onofre Evac 6ation Criteria
4

.

~

j . .

- .
,

; -
*

Attached are 'the San Onofre Citizen's Advisory Co=sittee's recomendationsI

* regarding p,ublic notifications, should an accident occur at the nuclear
.

.

* * *

' ' generating stations near San Onofre State Beach.
....;

,

.

As you. and I have p$eriously discussed, .tbere is concem by +he con =ittee
'

,_

that all state beach visitors could not be notifed within fif teen kinutes -
.

I shareshould a site or general nuclear plant energency' be declared.'| this concer'n if the fif teen minute time is " sacred" as tinings indicate it. .

~

will *take longer than fif teen minutes to notify all visitors. How much
longer is uncertain, but.would depend upon staff availability at the time

. ,

j of an incident, should it occur.
'

James ratki.ns, our representative fron the State Office of E=ergency Services
(CES), will be at Pendleton during June to go over our evacuation plan.
During Er. Watkins' visit I will discuss this' matter and obtain a ruling, and

At this ti=e there seens to be sece grey area as to total |

' interpre ta tion.

definition of'th Mf teen cinute notification ttne.
1

'

'

$ fM'

| ftf *

!
Jack ? Stowe,1*.anager
?endleton Coast Area' '

i . *..
*

4 J2St1s .

I Attachsents .

'

.

4

3

! :

|.

; %

J N.

N.
'

*

.
. .-

.

.

; ..

1 * .
. .

'

l

.
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*

I,* FOR SAN OHOTRE NUCLEAR. AC,CIDENT.

*-

. . ,

BEST TIME, BEST k'EATHER CONDITIONS

Tederal Emergency Hanagement Agency offief.al'.s
. ..

'la approving the enclosed letter re: the NUREG 0654 require-
villingness to ignore the inability of our Parks Staff to meet i

cent that 100% of our public .be alerted and notifEd within 15 minutes, the Adv soryC---sittee for San Onofre State Park suggested that a sample cine-line be included, to|
'

trate our dilec:sa. ,
,E' |

'

Thu line was developed by San Onofre State Park Emergency and, Evacuation Planning
,

Cot =nittee and by Parks Staf f Emergency Coordinator ital Doerksen, as a sample BEST TIMBEST kT.ATHIR alert and notify estimate as required by the NUREC 0654 Evacuat on P an-i l

|
This segment of the sample is our most dif f'icult beach, the 3h+ milesh k |ning Criteria.

south of the reactor site, the plus. . .about a mile of beach ' south of t e par , on
Marine Corps beach to which our parks public valk af ter parking in our southernmost*

day-use parking area. BEST-TIME CONDITIONS
~

'

ACTION _.

* TIME Plant operator orders notification
.

San Onofre, followed by
vithout . consultation with of fi-2t453.m. Ace' dent ati

discovery and assessment (radiologieri cials of Edison.(Immed, action)
and meteorological)and determination of

.

.'' *

message to be co=municated. Parks Eme.rge: icy Coordinator is at
.

.
.

Alert-notify message to Parks Coordina- headquarters to receive message., _3:00 tor from Edison, received.
'

Tirst 1:all is Site-E=ergency witb' .

Decision made and selection of notifi- potential for acceleration to Cen-
.

3:01 cation instruction message for cc mu- No consultation~

eral Emergency.nication to public. . required for decision-making.
,

Assumes six persons on duty at bee-
Mobilization of on grounds personnel quarters-who can it=nediately be| 3:04 and their instruction completed, i.e.: as signe,d to south beach. . .Basilone
issue of prepared message to be com=u . . Control staf f ed by Marines.
nicated to beachgoers.

06::10-20sec. Protect {ve' equipment issued, checked,
'

Assu=es ,all equipment operational.3: donned, iodide tablets taken.
Assuges all vehicles and pas oper.

3:07::10-20 Jeeps mobnted,Pa and gas checked.
'(No c'a=pground notification times'

'

Fir st team of two arrives at south have been gathered)3:13 . beach entrance station (to notify camp),

50 m/hr av. speed,vich slow-
3:13::10 Second team at first trail.

Assumes'

ing intersections & curves ,no block-
Third team at Trail 4 Jeeps stopped. trail chain unlock, age of travel. Duty officer remains

~-

3:16::10
at entrance control station.- : _3:13::55 Team 2

-

3:16::45 Team 3 jeep thru, re-lock, mount jeep

3:15::45 Team 2 Arrive at beach,first group of No' stopping or sloving to answer. .-

3:18::35 Team 3 persons, after driving trail and question.s or give aid.
'

issuing message thrice enroute.'

Assumes scant beach attendance
3:47::30 Team 2 beach notification completed, allowing message to be rehd from

2 & 6/10 mi beach,plus % mi. return moving vehicle, lull vind condition
from plant boundary to ist trail, lapping vave action (best condition.
message delivered maximum 30 times. allowing 150 yd. PA audibility)

$ 51 * ** * * 8* f * * * ** E I*"*'Y P* * b
-

sti n u beach. Lifeguards on duty20 Team 3 beach notification complete, 2 mi.3:47:: 24 messages max. plus 1 mi. return at beaches perform roll-thru of
to m il 6.

. beaches morth of reactor, on way cnit

All teams drive 'up trails to parking area and No problem situations, no need tostop to answer questions.
exit south gate. Assumes people on Trails 2,3 and S&

;

feeder trails notified by evacuating.
' ~ ~ '

.,,

people from beaches.
' .

.
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Appropriate governing officials e/o Herbert Heinze, Southern Region Director
. .

Department of Parks and Recreation, State of California -State. of California San Onofre State Park Citizen Advisory Coenittee
TO: *

* ,

,

FROM: I

'ebruary 9,198d .
.

.

k Citizen Advisory Cor=nittee is aware
.

.

,The; State of ' California's . San Onofre State ParFederal Emergency Management Agency official Kenneth Hauman Jr.
. .

Nuclearof the statement by
Transcript page 1U520 ana 21 in ene recent Itcensing hearings on San onotre
penerating Station Unit II and III, in which Nau:ian in taaking about the Cic'y ot Sanh

Juan' Capistrano and the. State Parks in. the Emergency Planning Zone, referred to t osethe ''two jurisdictions having the least c'apability to* respond
.,

"
~

0654

.'tvo response agencies asand said of" them that "they f ailed in many cases to meet the . majority of theif you vill,

' standards", and proposed " ve have suggested inclusion of those plans,into other docu=ents to avoid the very issues of meeting the criteria of 0654...
"

'This suggestion that the inability of our State Parks officials to comply'with the ,
'

i ccident
reciuirements .of NUREG 0654 to protect the public in the event of a ser ous ai i d by us as
at San Onofre be of ficially condoned by hiding it in other plans

s v ewe
.

f l integrity.

, deserving the conde= nation of all persons o mora .

ibilities to another response agencyc .

.If the suggestion were to transfer the r,esponsmore capable of performing them, ve vould not' protest'this
I

' issue.
( .

is not another response agency,vhich could more quickly or
'

The f act is that thet -ue requirements, because the cause of cnr inadequacy is not
lack of competent staf f, but rather conditions of geography, terrain, proximity tomore adequately meet

~ and of transient populations.
. the nuclear plant, .

GNOF.AB1.E:

.he f act is that THE CAUSES OF THE INADEQUACY ARE NOT EFASA.31.E NOR Isteep bluf f s andlong trails which must be hiked in and out of the'h t s

myria'd of beaches spread over 13 miles of oceanfront both sides of t e reac or ,1. in our evacuation
thousands of acres of inland area which has not been planned for'2. *

3.
site, which' cuts the response time

.

considerations
i= mediate proximity to the San Onofre Plant 654 page 11 specifies
available to us to the % hour to several hours which NURIG 0

4. d the start of
as "the range of times between the onset of accident conditions an.

a major release" which means lack of controlled access to many beaches where therinstruction

are not check-in stations or even lifeguards, preventing pre-accidentfor populations who are from all sectors of the state and' nation, with:little .
open-beach policy5.

understanding of nuclear plant hazards h in our
physical constraints on our atte= pts to notify these beachgoers and or, ers6.

following sirens, when the fact is that |beach area'

dependency of the planning on radio contactpeople on bike trails, hiking trail's and out in the surf seldom
have radios, and et |

7. h lter 'for |
' messages projected to be bruadcast talk of sheltering, when there is no s e

'

i |

inadequate evacuation routes due to the . area of ocean on one side and the counta neour populations
-.

i i !

Cleveland National Forest on the other, so that a one-way-out condition ex sts, nfor 17-20 miles in either directio:8.

which our escapees might have to flee under a plumebefore encountering intersecting alternate.accessways out of the northwester y or|
l

,

4.

southeasterly.vind sectors.
f

,

..
s unconscle:

Ve call upon ou'r governing of"ficials to repudiate Mr. Nauman's suggestion af protection for the|
~- . - . . . .

able evasion of responsibility to provide reasonable. assurance o
*

|'

~

public. Citizen Advisory Cornittee in meeting 6ovember 18,1 |
,

W A'11MOUS VOTE OF THE |
_'V

' -f " '
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s. .. May 27, 1932 |
.; . . ,, ,,

State of California
. -

*

Director of Parks *and Recreation, Peter Dangermond
.

.
,

***

Crvernor Edmund Brown Jr.
; . '

.

Office of Emergency Services
-

, *

|
~ ' c/o So. Region Parks Director Herber Heinze .*

*
*

}
Daar Cov'erning dfficials:

'

'

1.5., 1981
the, enclosed advisory committee.ausedry of analysis of the' Aprii

I' *

State Par.k's nuclear accident drill in Pendleton Coast area, details our lack
of capacity to meet the NUREG ,0654 ' Federal Government 15 minute alert andi

'

** * *

j .

notify requirement. . ,

.

i
.,

'

j .' . ,

T'ederal Emergency Manage' ment Agency representative Kenneth Nausad, in a
.

,

'nectiing' with Pendleton Coast Parks emergency response of ficials, discussedfor "ressonsbic assurance of protection" of the public.i . '

j,

He interpreted the " reasonable " to pertain to ' economic feasibility. Naumanthe provision o'f helicopter to evacuate park
the Federal requirement '

j
'

-

cavanced the contention-
that l

-
-

populations would not be " reasonable",because it would be too cost y.
. ,

i
!

Nauman also interpreted " reasonable" to. ' restrict Tederal Covernment expecta-bility of the response agency.
*- ' '

i
.

.

.tions 'of emergency response to the level of capaHe said he did not consider it '" reasonable" to require the parks staff to
1

''

i it is
unable to do so, and.

. achieve the alert- and notify in 15 minutes, fthat vill be acceptable."|
'

he assured us that , If you do your. best,| "

i f

The emergency and evacuation planning cocanittee has proposed, and the San Ono reble
State Park Advisory' Committee has adopted, the interpretation of "reasonaif he

"Every park visitor has the right 'to assurance that
,

i h i ies,he
assurance" as follows:complies with the instructions which are given to him by the park aut or tj f
vill be protected from injury or death from a nuclear accident at San Ono re.,

j

The Emergency Planning Committee further, now advances the conviction .that
,

| in its regulations, .

the United States Covernment has the responsibility stated| d that either the
to guarantee each citizen that reasonable assurance, .anj i lly feasible,

equipment and staf f necessary to provide it crust be judged econom caj
i d to

'and must be provided, or the nuclear power reactors must not be l cense;
;

! operate. lt y
The committee requests our State . governing of ficials to ask the Nuclear Regu a oris feasible

Coc: mission to determine whether the 15 minute alert and notificationin our park's, and if it is , to detail and to require ( San Onofre site-specf
'

ific)
i ide the 15 minute.

additions to staff, equipment' and procedural changes to prov;

alert and notification capability which we do not now have.
| l by the

I accest that the above statement and request were approved unanimous y1 27, 1982.
San Onofre Advisory Comi tee in meeting May

;

d .Ah. ?/

fWilliam Conroy, Chairman
State of California San Onofre State Park Citizen Advisory Comittee

*

*

.

.
< .

.

l
.

. . .
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PENDLCTON COAST PAA".!e .' - ,
.

|
. *<

San Onofre State Park Citizen Advisory Cor=-ittee's e=argency and evacuation plannin;
.

'
*

4

cnolysis and conitoring of the April 15, loS2 nuclear plant disaster drill has con- f
. .

. .

cluded thatq1though our park staff verked quickly and efficiently, we still cannot |
;

eomply with the,15 minute alert and ' notify ti=e requirenest for the 10 cile
' ~

~

srgency plannin; zone, 'not' even for the first 3+ :.iles.
.

'

.. . .,

. ,

' Inter- agency 'co==unications and parks pe'rsonnel mobilization times ve, e reduced throuP.-r

Mobilization times (timeeut f.he 19S2 drill (in ce=parisen with taf 13, icS1 drill).
,

ii ) vas 25 cientes. This 3.ncludes Imergency,

| , required for park personnel to assu=e pos t on
Coori .nator Boerksen's detereination of action to be taken, notification of personnel,

obtain and don protective ga.rb and equipment, ch,eckM their tim'e to prepare, i.e.:!

d.nstruments such as public address, monitoring equipnent and vehicle gas gauge, rep $rt
.

.

td th'ei.r assigned, positions ready to ccc=unicate the evaen.ation notification cessage

1.csued by the coordinator. The preparation pro:edure was not included in this drill,
. ,

cnd ,vould add approximately 3-4 minutes to the 25 minute anoilization time logged.~~
~

.

Thealertandn'/t,ifytt= for the 3' =iles neares't the reectors was reduced frr=
-

'

o

3 hour, 50 c'inutes in the May 1981 drill,, to one hour LS _i=utes on April f5.lhis
,

ti=e should not be interpreted as the entire tire neede: to alert and notify in the
3+ ciles, because the' entire park vas n:t covered. Ie:suse of site and terrain of"

included.In chebeach bluff canyens and. cyriad patns el parcel'2., these vere not

drill, ior was Parcel 1 (extending six miles inland).
.

.

Our emergency plan calls for helicopter ass n=e.st to the confir:ation, task, to assure

all areas have been evacuated. Ite E=ergen:y ?lanning ce=sittee nov concludes that

these two creas can oniy be alerted and notified by helicopter stationed nearb'y, vich
The co=nittee reco = ends that planning and standard operating

-

trained pilot ready. '

proceduras for. helicopter.be developed, drilled 'and tested tr deter =ine hev nny
helicopters are need'ed to =eet time require =ents.

Helicopters for actual evacuntion

c'f park visitors in so .e areas should also be considered. ,

. l

Mitigation neasures such as fi.xed FA stem,vhich could provide different cessages to

each area of each park, are in our e=ergen:7 plan, but have not been accepted by Idisens '

N*

as econonically feasible...are necessary. K-

- .

Since WRIG U654 candates alert and notify of 100% of the populatien in the nearest
.

,

~

five miles, and e0% in the 10 miles, . cit.hin 13 ninutes, as the reasonable protection
the population. . .'piotsetibn $re 2 a h tt trd u.s -lu=? nicn =I-ht be released .ts c::!y

~

ps 30 minutes fro = the ostet Of a::ihnN : .n'.: frs...t..u5tt.tedifice. ei i= cran /
the:'u::e ne;u.intoryCo= .is rio.-

Se rv i c e s ,'t her e d e r s 1 E=er g e n : yMs na ;; e= e ntW 4:7
addre.ts this scritu s :ceper.s . es;u.riHt," c.c Sciency.awcuarelrent
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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ATOMIC SAFETY MD LICENSING BOARD

BEFORE ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGESFgig5{C8Qr$'3
BRANCH

James L. Kelley, Chairman , ' ,
''i'

Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr.
.

.

Mrs. Elizabeth B. Johnson SERVED AUG 91982

|
l

I )
-

) Docket Nos. 50-361-OL
50-362-OLIn the Matter of )

)SOUTHERN CALIFORNI A EDISON COMPMY,)
ET AL. )-

)j (San Onofre Nuclear Generating ) August 6,1982
-

Station, Units 2 and 3) ) .
_

-

MEMORMDUM MD ORDER
i

(Concernina Whether Further Proceedines on the Adecuacy
of Of f site Plannina for Medical Services Should Se Conducted _)

|

Our Initial Decision of May 14, 1982, concluded that the Applicants
f

had not met their burden of proof on Contention 20 concerning arrangements
We further concluded,

for medical services in the offsite emergency plans.
ldi

however, that the deficiencies in medical arrangements did'not prec u e|
i

full power operations at this time, provided adequate remedial actions were
We

completed within six months following issuance of a full power license.|

f retained jurisdiction over the adequacy of medical arrangements and
i'

provided that any party could request a furth1Thearing on that quest on.
the Comission issued an Order and the Appeal Board

.

i On July 16, 1982,j i The

rendered a decision bearing on the medical arrangements quest on.:

i -

1

.f

'

-

Vn

0e

$0$0h &yo
_)PDR

.

,
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~
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I

Comission's Order announced completion of its " effectiveness" review
|

|
pursuant.to 10 CFR 2.764(f). The Comission allowed our January 11, 1982i

! Partial Initial Decision on seismic issues and our May 14, 1982 Initial (

:
,

:
Decision on emergency planning to go into effect, without prejudice to! i

their subsequent appellate review. With regard to medical arrangements,

i
the Comission noted that the license for Unit 2 would be --

*

,,

... subject to' the condition that for operation above 5% of rated
| power to continue beyond six months from the date of issuance of the

*

full-power license, the offsite medical arrangements issue must be; .

' '
resolved or further operation above 5% of rated power justified under,

.

10 CFR 50.47(c)(1).-

The Comission also stated that --*

| 4

The Comission will conduct an imediate effectiveness type review
| of the Licensing Board's decision on this issue pursuant to 10 CFR

2.764(f). The Board's subsequent order will be effective pending the
Comission's review. The Licensing Board is to give the 'Comission a
report on the status of the offsite medical arrangements question
within four months of the date of issuance of the full-power operating
license,

f

i

In ALAB-680, the Appeal Board denied a stay of our Initial Decision pending

appeal, rejecting the contention, among others, that the Licensing Board
'~ N

should have required adequate offsite medical arrangements before any

operations at full power, instead of allowing six months for remedial
.

,

The Appeal Board concluded tiat a six-month grace period could beaction.
.

allowed, although the grounds they cit ed for that conclusion differed front" -- ,

)

ours. Slip, op, at 21-22. The Appeal Board's conclusions on this aspect j

!
'

i of the stay application were influenced by the narrow view it took of the
'

obligation under 10 CFR 50.47(b)(l2) to make medical services arrangements.
t

Expressing " serious doubts" that this Board's broader reading of that rule!
'

is " accurate," the Appeal Board expressed its tentative opinion that thei

| *
.

,

f
$I

1 . . - . .. .. . . . . . . . . _ . _ . _ . . . . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ , , , _ .. . . . _ . , . ,,,,,,, _ , _ _ .
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f
rule is only intended to protect people who have been both contaminated and

physically injured on or near the site -- such as a contaminated worker
The number of people in this category presumably would

,

with a broken leg.

be small. Slip op. at 16-18. Under the Appeal Board's view, and contrary,

to our conclusions in the Initial Decision, there would be no requirement
!

to make advance medical arrangements for possibly much larger numbers ofi

radiation victims among the offsite public I./
Before ALAB-680 cameThese developments create an unusual situation.

down, we had concluded that further proceedings (including a hearing, if'

requested) on the adequacy of offsite medical arrangements would be
The Comission in its effectiveness review has given the greennecessary.

light to those proceedings, albeit without explicit endorsement of a'ny
Furthermore, all

particular scope of the medical arrangements requirement.

the Appeal Board did in ALAS-680, technically at least, was . deny a stay

based on tentative conclusions. Our holdings on the medical arrangements
Thus we are presently

question have not been reversed, at least not yet.

authorized to commence further proceedings.

On the other hand, a realistic look at the Appeal Board's narrow

interpretation of required medical arrangements makes us pause to consider

.

The Appeal Board's tentative view appeared to be based largely on
its reading of a murky phrase in the rule - " contaminated injured1/

individuals" -- to mean that the same person had to be bothWe noted thecontaminated and traumatically (physically) injured.
ambiguity in ITe phrase at the hearing (Tr. 9636-37), but did notThis Board'sdiscuss the point separately in the Initial Decision.
reading of the phrase was implicit in our Initial Decision -- that it.

should be read disjunctively to include people who have been,

contaminated or,_ injured.-

.

.

t
.

*
.

*

. . . . . . _ _ _ . _ . . . _ . . . , . . . . . ,
_ - - - _ _ . . . . . . _ . . _ _ ,
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l There is, of
whether further proceedings are likely to be worthwhi e.

course, at least the theoretical possibility that, upon review of our
Initial Decision, further legal analysis or study of the record may lead

As to legal analysis, we
the Appeal Board to a broader interpretation.

l
devoted some twenty pages in our Initial Decision to the medica

The Appeal Board in ALAB-680Slip op, at 26-45.
arrangements requirement. 2/

did not discuss the f actors that we considered important.

Therefore, the possibility that the Appeal Board might change its mind

later based on those same f actors seems remote. h

We propose to consider, however, in the light of submissions from t e
identiary

parties, whether further proceedings may produce a better ev
the

record on the need, if any, for medical services arrangements for
As we noted in our Initial Decision, the evidence in theoffsite public.

This was primarily because the
record on that need was "rather scanty."

f such
Applicants' witness, Dr. Linnemann, testified against the existence o

h

a need, the Staff agreed without presenting any medical witnesses, and t e

The Appeal Board has on many occasions reversed Licensing Boardt of

rulings because they were not accompanied by an acequate statemenSee Public Service Co. of New Hamoshstre (Seabrook Station),
2/

As a corollary of the Duroen of explanation thatreasons.

6 NRC 33, W (1977). rests on a Licensing Board, we believe that when an Appeal Board
rejects a considered Licensing Board ruling, even on a stayapplication, it should explain why it finds the Licensing Board's
reasoning deficient.

.

.

i

. . . _ _ _ . , _ _ .
. . .

. . . _ . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ .. . . . .
_. _ _

._ ,
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testimonyoftheIntervenors'principakwitnessonthe-subjectwas

excluded. Tr. 10,715-718. Such a record may afford an adequate basis for-

decision in the usual situation where an Applicant is seeking to

demonstrate compliance with a rule of which at least the basic parameters

Here, however, the rule is not well drafted and we face
,

are clear.
As a result, thecritical interpretative questions of first impression.

testimony of the expert witnesses must address not only compliance in this
In such acase, but also generic issues on the rule's basic scope.

situation, we believe that a more detailed and broadly-based record,

possibly reflecting different viewpoints, would be. beneficial, if one is

available.

With these considerations in mind, the parties and FEMA (t,hrough the

NRC Staff) are to respond to the following questions:

If further proceedings were directed, what additional evidence,1.
|

if any, would you proouce on the need for medical services arrangementsl

| Describeoffsite, beyond that recognized by the Appeal Board in ALAB-6807|

briefly the thrust of that evidence and the qualifications of proposed
,

|
expert witnesses. |

| Two witnesses, Drs. Linnemann and Ehling, testified that2.' -

I;
hospitalization was indicated for a person who has received a 150 to 200|

'

rem whole body radiation dose. Tr. 7728, 9992. If that is so, and if it
-

is prudent to assume that perhaps several hundred people offsite couldi
i

receive such doses in a serious accident, then is it necessary, or at least
'

.

.*

I
:i

( i
)'

' ,

t

4 *
'

l
'

| 1 4

'

!
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for such
prudent, to make advance arrangements for medical services
people.3/

,

If such arrangements were to be made, what would they consist of
3. i lly trained

-- beds, decontamination and testing f acilities, spec a
Would it be possible to make the

personnel, special medicines, what else?
If so, how long would that

necessary arrangements on an jL,g basts?

take?
In assessing the need for medical services, should one assume

4
i ill be effective

that the emergency plans for evacuatien and shelter ng w

(as suggested at p. 20 of A.ta-680) or ineffective (as suggested in the
FEMA letter quoted at p. 36 of the Initial Decision).

In addition, we pose the following legal and procedural q estions:
Could further proceedings be conducted on the basis of affidavits

1.

and other written submissions, without a hearing?
Should the Licensing Board certify to the Appeal Board the

2. i d await an
question whether it should conduct any further proceed ngs an
answer before doing so?

Did the Board in its Initial DecisionQuestion for FEMA only:3.

(at 35-37) correctly state the FEMA position?

In this connection we recognize that we are dealing withBut we do not
__

" emergency" services as opposed to long term treatment.3/ i s

equate the emergency concept with the prospect of imminent ser ou
-

it ed.
injury or death unless immediate medical- services are admin s erin
Even assuming that hospitalization would be largely precautionary

i
i doses,

the case of a few plant workers receiving high radiat onsimilar precautionary measures might be taken where many more mem
i bers-

.

d

of the general public are involved.'
.

!

2

'
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Please give us any further comments or suggestions you may havet

|4.
|

on how we should proceed in these circumstances. '

ii
The full power operating license for Unit 2 may be issued later th sf

!

|

If that happens, this means that, pursuant to the license condition1
;

month.
-

l d in February, 1

on medical service arrangements, that issue should be reso ve
|

1983, and an interim report must be made to the Comission in December,
'

I

Should further proceedings, including a hearing, be decided upon, it
1982. ditiously.

will be necessary to move those proceedings along expe
f Accordingly, the responses of the parties and FEMA to this Order are

to
|

!

|'

,

be served by September 3, 1982.
'

FOR THE ATOMIC 5/fETY MO
LICENSING BOMO

l

! !

|
|

,Q ,o,
'ar s i.. Kelley, Gnairman |

INISTRATIVE JUDGE |
.

'

i

i

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
J

this 6th day of August,1982.

|

| i
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